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ABSTRACT Grant-free multiple-access (GFMA) allows to significantly reduce the overhead of granted
multiple-access. However, information detection in GFMA is challenging, as it has to be executed along
with the activity detection of user equipments (UEs) and channel estimation. In this paper, we study the
channel estimation and propose the UE activity identification (UAI) algorithms for the massive connectivity
supporting GFMA (mGFMA) systems. For these purposes, the channel estimation is studied from several as-
pects by assuming different levels of knowledge to the access point, and based on which five UAI approaches
are proposed. We study the performance of channel estimation, the statistics of estimated channels, and the
performance of UAI algorithms. Our studies show that the proposed approaches are capable of circumventing
some of the shortcomings of the existing techniques designed based on compressive sensing and message
passing algorithms. They are robust for operation in the mGFMA systems where the active UEs and the
number of them are highly dynamic.

INDEX TERMS Eigen analysis, grant-free multiple-access, interference cancellation, internet of things,
massive connectivity, massive machine-type communications, MC-mGFMA, MMSE, user identification.

I. INTRODUCTION
So far, in wireless communications systems, a wireless termi-
nal connecting its access-point (AP) or base-station (BS) is
typically achieved via granted multiple-access (GMA), where
a handshaking process between wireless terminal and AP is
operated to fulfill the functions of multiple-access. GMA has
shown its advantages in the conventional wireless commu-
nication systems, from the 1st generation (1G) to the 4th
generation (4G), where traffic is mainly activated by human
being. However, starting from the 5th generation (5G), wire-
less systems are rendered to be device (machine) centric, with
the traffic initialized by numerous devices (machines). As
the result, the characteristics of the traffic in 5G and beyond
wireless systems will be very different from that in the 1G
to 4G wireless systems. In these future wireless systems,

there may be various types of sporadic short-burst traffic
generated, for example, by sensing nodes and IoT devices of
many kinds, nodes for sending control commands, etc. [1].
Explicitly, transmission of these kinds of sporadic short-burst
traffic using the traditional communications schemes, such as
that in 4G LTE/LTE-A systems, is often inefficient, due to
their reliance on a huge amount of overhead for signaling and
control, yielding an extremely high overhead-to-data ratio as
well as introducing extra communication latency.

In order to improve the efficiency of the transmission of
sporadic traffic, save the overhead for corresponding network
maintenance and to support massive connectivity, in recent
years, various grant free multiple-access (GFMA) schemes
have been proposed and investigated [2]–[4]. In GFMA, a
user equipment (UE), which may be a device, machine, etc.,
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becomes active randomly to transmit data to its AP simply
under the control of an assigned random access protocol, such
as slotted ALOHA, without requesting for a grant from its
AP [3], [5]. GFMA has the advantage of greatly saving the
resources that are otherwise consumed for the extra overhead.
However, it also imposes new challenges for AP to recover the
data sent by active UEs. This becomes even more significant
when GFMA is employed to support massive connectivity,
forming the massive GFMA (mGFMA). In mGFMA, each
UE usually only has a small probability to become active at a
time(-slot). Hence, active UEs as well as the number of them
are highly dynamic, both of which are usually not a-priori
knowledge to AP. Therefore, in order to recover the data sent
by active UEs, an AP has to accomplish first the functions of
active UE identification and the channel estimation for active
UEs, or implement them in joint ways [4], [6]–[12].

The investigation of UE activity identification (UAI) in
random-access scenarios was already started along with
the conventional code-division multiple-access (CDMA) sys-
tems [13]–[16]. Recently, it has drawn a lot of research at-
tention with the mGFMA in IoT networks and in particular,
in massive machine-type communications (mMTC), where
UAI is often jointly implemented with channel estimation
and even data detection [6], [8]–[10]. As above-mentioned,
in mGFMA systems, the number of potential UEs supported
by an AP is usually very big, up to thousands, tens of thou-
sands or even more, while each UE only has a very small
probability that is normally less than 10% to become active.
Consequently, when without the knowledge of active UEs,
signal detection in mGFMA is naturally a compressive sens-
ing (CS) relied signal recovery problem. Owing to this, in
recent years, various CS-based joint UAI, channel estimation
and/or multiuser detection (MUD) algorithms have been de-
veloped and investigated in the context of mGFMA, when
various sparsity structures are considered [6], [7], [10], [11],
[17]–[28]. While CS-based methods have some outstanding
merits as claimed in references, they are not appearing for
operation in the mGFMA systems where the number of active
UEs is large [29]. This is because the recovery performance
of CS-based methods is limited by the restricted isometric
property (RIP) condition [30]. This condition implies that
the number of active UEs (sparsity) should be significantly
lower than the number of resource units (subcarriers, anten-
nas, spreading factor, time-slots, etc.) of an AP, as seen, e.g.,
in [8], [10], [18], [22], [23], [25], and hence resulting in a
low efficiency of resource usage. Furthermore, in mGFMA
systems, the number of active UEs is highly dynamic, mak-
ing the systems often real-time overload1 and substantially
violating the RIP condition. For example, for an AP using
N = 32 resource units to support K = 1000 potential UEs
of each having an independent activation probability of 5%,

1Here, real-time overload means that the number of active UEs is more
than the number of resource units. By contrast, the overload claimed in some
references considering CS-assisted GFMA means that the number of potential
UEs is higher than the number of resource units. In the rest of this paper, we
mean overload the real-time overload, unless otherwise notified.

the overloading probability is P(> N ) = 0.9963. Explicitly,
the CS-based methods are not suitable for operation in this
mGFMA system, and other efficient approaches are required
for the UAI, channel estimation and data detection.

In mGFMA, the number of potential UEs is usually signif-
icantly higher than the number of orthogonal resource units.
Hence, mGFMA is generally implemented in the principles
of non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA). In the NOMA
family, sparse-code multiple-access (SCMA) is an attractive
scheme, which allows to support the multiple-access of signif-
icant overloading but still achieve near optimum performance
by exploiting the message-passing algorithm (MPA)-assisted
detection [31]. Hence, SCMA has been introduced to GFMA,
e.g., in [2], [12], [32]–[34]. Specifically in [35], the joint UE
activity detection and data detection were considered, when
assuming that all UEs (both active and inactive) transmit
the headers for activity detection, while the channels of all
UEs are known to BS. Considering an uplink GFMA, [12]
investigated the MPA-assisted receiver design for joint chan-
nel estimation and signal detection. In [32], a faster-than-
Nyquist (FTN) singling SCMA was proposed to support up-
link GFMA, where only very small systems (6 UEs supported
by 4 resource units) were investigated. In [33], the authors
considered the MPA-assisted information detection in a rate-
less SCMA-based GFMA systems, when assuming a constant
number of active UEs, and that receiver has ideal knowledge
about the active users and their channels. While one UE em-
ploys only one codebook in the above-mentioned references,
the authors in [34] proposed to map a UE’s consecutive data
symbols to the codewords chosen from different codebooks,
which achieves code diversity. In general, SCMA achieves the
near optimum performance depending on the MPA-assisted
detection operated on good factor graphs. However, when we
consider the mGFMA system in which an AP supports a huge
number of potential UEs, while it has no knowledge of active
UEs, the number of them and of their channels, maintaining
good factor graphs in such highly dynamic communication
scenarios is extremely challenging. In addition to the SCMA-
based GFMA, a semi-grant-free power-domain NOMA based
transmission scheme was proposed in [36], where one UE is
operated as a primary UE under a conventional grant-based
protocol, while the other secondary UEs opportunistically ac-
cess the same channel in grant-free manner.

In addition to the above-mentioned, GFMA and mGFMA
have also been investigated by invoking other techniques.
In [19], the authors enhanced the CS-based approach by
proposing a greedy algorithm relied on the maximum a-
posteriori probability (MAP) criterion, which performs UE
identification and data detection jointly by exploiting the a-
posteriori probabilities of each other. An expectation prop-
agation based joint UE activity detection and channel esti-
mation scheme was introduced in [37] for achieving GFMA
in mMTC networks. In [38], the authors investigated the
preamble design for UE detection and channel estimation, so
as to attain a high success rate in grant-free random access
in massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
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The authors of [39] compared two types of preamble struc-
tures on the performance of grant-free random access mas-
sive MIMO. Similarly, GFMA in massive MIMO systems
was considered in [40], where a fixed number of UEs access
one of the available channels and orthogonal preambles are
transmitted for UE activity identification and channel esti-
mation. Furthermore, the GFMA massive MIMO scenario
was considered in [41], where the number of active UEs
are first estimated, followed by the joint detection of active
UE and their messages with the aid of a so-called ensemble
independent component analysis decoding algorithm, with-
out relying on explicit channel estimation. Reed-muller se-
quences were introduced in [42] to aid UE identification and
channel estimation in the GFMA systems supporting massive
connectivity. In [43], UE activity and signal detection were
studied with mGFMA by designing preambles and exploiting
the interleave-division multiple access (IDMA), when user
signals are randomly and asynchronously transmitted. More
recently, machine-learning (ML) approaches have been intro-
duced to mGFMA [22], [28], [44]–[46]. To be more specific,
the authors of [22] investigated the joint UE activity detec-
tion and channel estimation by formulating them as a block
sparse signal recovery problem, which is solved by a block
sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL) algorithm. In [44], the asyn-
chronous sparse Bayesian learning algorithm was adopted for
channel estimation while the support vector machine method
was applied for UE activity detection, when the number of ac-
tive users is assumed to be known to BS. To alleviate the con-
vergence problem of the BSBL algorithm [22], a deep neural
network-aided message passing-based block sparse Bayesian
learning algorithm was proposed in [45] to achieve the joint
UE activity detection and channel estimation in mGFMA
scenarios. The joint optimization of finite-alphabet spreading
sequences and multi-user detection were addressed in [46],
where deep learning principle was introduced for the design of
both encoder and decoder. Furthermore, in [28], deep learning
was used to predict the activities of UEs, followed by a CS
algorithm for data detection and further enhancing the UE
activity identification. While nearly all the above-mentioned
works considered the grant-free access techniques at phys-
ical layer, the authors of [47] investigated the GFMA from
the MAC layer perspective in the IoT systems with sporadic
traffic.

In this paper, we investigate the channel estimation and UAI
in the mGFMA scenario, where the number of potential UEs
may be much bigger than the number of resource units and
each UE has a small activation probability. Hence, the active
UEs and the number of them are highly dynamic over time,
and the number of active UEs at a time may be higher than
the number of resource units. Specifically, we first consider
the channel estimation of both active and inactive UEs in the
principle of minimum mean-square error (MMSE), when AP
is assumed to have the ideal knowledge, no knowledge or the
partial knowledge of active UEs. In our channel estimation,
AP will make the best use of the information provided by
the transmission of pilot symbols and data (payload) symbols.

Our studies show that any added knowledge about the active
UEs can be exploited to enhance the reliability of channel esti-
mation. This is reflected in practical mGFMA systems that the
activity patterns of UEs may be correlated or one active UE
may have several packets to transmit in continuous time-slots.
Then, this kind of information can be exploited to enhance the
reliability of channel estimation in mGFMA systems.

Following the channel estimation, we then study the statis-
tical properties of the estimated channels of both active and
inactive UEs. We explicitly show that the estimated channels
of active UEs usually have relatively good mean-square error
(MSE) performance, which improves for example, with the
increase of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), of the number of pilot
symbols, etc. By contrast, as there are no transmissions from
inactive UEs, the estimated channels for them always have a
high MSE resulted from noise and the interference from active
UEs, which is also insensitive to the investment of resources,
such as, transmit power, pilot symbols, etc. We also study
the distribution of estimated channel’s power, showing that
the estimated channel’s power of active UEs is usually much
higher than that of inactive UEs, when SNR is in the range of
practical applications.

Finally, by exploiting the channel estimation and the char-
acteristics of estimated channels, we propose a range of UAI
algorithms, in which some of them make use of the estimated
channel’s knowledge, while the others carry out joint chan-
nel estimation and UAI. In detail, the first one is the sim-
plest threshold-based UAI (TB-UAI) algorithm, which how-
ever makes a sharp trade-off between false-alarm and miss
identification, and is also hard to set an appropriate thresh-
old. The second one is referred to as the eigen-analysis en-
hanced UAI (EAE-UAI) algorithm, which exploits the eigen-
analysis to improve the performance of UAI. In order to
further enhance the performance of UAI, we then propose
two successive interference cancellation (SIC) assisted UAI
algorithms, namely, the SIC-UAIa and SIC-UAIb, which im-
prove the performance of channel estimation and UAI with
the aid of the SIC strategies as proposed. Finally, as above-
mentioned, any added knowledge about active UEs can be
exploited to enhance the performance of channel estima-
tion. Correspondingly, we propose an auto-correlation matrix
evolving UAI (AME-UAI) algorithm, which makes use of
the earlier identified UEs to improve the channel estimation
and UAI of the UEs processed later. In the above proposed
five algorithms, the last three carry out joint channel esti-
mation and UAI. Furthermore, in comparison with the TB-
UAI, the other four algorithms make no or little trade-off
between false-alarm and miss, in addition to the performance
enhancement.

The novelty of our work is compared with the related works
in Table 1 and the main contributions can be summarized as
follows:
� Channel estimation in dynamic multicarrier mGFMA

(MC-mGFMA) scenarios is investigated, where the
channels of both active and inactive UEs are estimated in
MMSE principle, when AP is assumed to employ ideal
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TABLE 1. Comparison of This Work with the Related Works in Literature

Notes: �: yes; Empty: no; SP: spreading; FS: frequency-selective fading; CE: channel estimation; mMIMO: massive or multiuser MIMO; DD: data detec-
tion; MAP: maximum a posteriori probability; MP: message-passing; AMP: approximate MP; ∗: temporally correlated user activity; ML: maximum likelihood;
∗∗: Gaussian channel for performance; ∗∗∗: All UEs transmit headers for UAI;

knowledge, no knowledge or partial knowledge about
the active UEs. It is shown that the proposed channel
estimation approaches are robust to the dynamics ex-
isting in mGFMA systems. Furthermore, we show that
the added knowledge about active UEs results in the
enhanced reliability of channel estimation.

� The statistical properties of the estimated channels of
both active and inactive UEs are analyzed, showing that
the estimated channels of active UEs and that of inactive
UEs have distinct features, which can be exploited for
distinguishing active UEs from inactive UEs.

� Hence, based on the studies of channel estimation and
of the characteristics of estimated channels, five UAI
algorithms are proposed for MC-mGFMA and their per-
formance is studied. These UAI algorithms are listed as
follows:
1) Threshold-based UAI (TB-UAI);
2) Eigen-analysis enhanced UAI (EAE-UAI);
3) Successive interference cancellation (SIC) assisted

UAIa (SIC-UAIa);
4) Successive interference cancellation (SIC) assisted

UAIb (SIC-UAIb);
5) Auto-correlation matrix evolving UAI (AME-UAI).
These UAI algorithms have their distinctive characteris-
tics and present different performance-complexity trade-
off. They however have one common feature that all of
them are suitable for operation in the mGFMA systems
having highly dynamic UEs in terms of the active UEs
and the number of them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the mGFMA system model. Section III
focuses on channel estimation, while Section IV demonstrates
the performance of channel estimation. Furthermore, in Sec-
tion V, we study the statistical properties of the channels es-
timated by the approaches in Section III. The UAI algorithms
and their complexity are addressed in Section VI, and the
performance of UAI is demonstrated in Section VII. Finally,
the conclusions from our research are summarized in Sec-
tion VIII.

II. DESCRIPTION OF MGFMA SYSTEM
We consider a single-cell multicarrier mGFMA (MC-
mGFMA) system in the principles of the frequency-
domain spread orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access
(OFDMA) [48]. The MC-mGFMA system has N subcarri-
ers and one access point (AP) (or base-station (BS)) located
at the center of the cell. Since most mGFMA systems are
motivated for low-rate IoT services, we assume only the
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation, although it
can be readily extended to other quadrature amplitude mod-
ulations (QAM) modulation. In this MC-mGFMA system,
the signature code assigned to the kth UE equipment (UE)
is expressed as ccck = [ck (0), ck (1), . . . , ck (N − 1)]T , where
ck (n) ∈ {+1/

√
N,−1/

√
N}, making ‖ccck‖2 = 1. The signa-

ture ccck of UE k serves for both the spreading of transmitted
signal, and the identity (ID) of UE k for AP to identify its
activity during the UE identification stage. If UE k is iden-
tified to be active, ccck is also used by AP to demodulate the
signals received from UE k during the data detection stage. In
our considered MC-mGFMA system, IFFT/FFT techniques
are introduced for subcarrier modulation/demodulation, and
a sufficiently long cyclic prefix (CP) is added to avoid the
interference between adjacent OFDM blocks. We assume that
the MC-mGFMA system supports K potential UEs, which
are mobile IoT devices randomly distributed in the cell. In
massive connectivity application scenarios, we have K >> N .
We assume that the system implements a synchronization sub-
system, which enables all UEs to synchronize with the AP’s
clock. A UE has a small probability of Pa to become active,
and an active UE starts transmission at the beginning of the
next time-slot. One frame is transmitted per time-slot by each
active UE. We express KA the number of active UEs during
a time-slot, which is a random variable having its average
satisfying K̄A << K , as the result of a small Pa.

A. TRANSMITTER MODELING
The transmitter schematic diagram for the considered MC-
mGFMA system is shown in Fig. 1, which follows the typical
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FIGURE 1. Transmitter schematic diagram for GFMA systems.

FIGURE 2. Frame structure for operation of proposed MC-mGFMA.

framework of OFDM transmitter [48]. To transmit a binary bit
bk ∈ {+1,−1}, it is first spread by ccck , the products of which
are transformed to the time-domain using IFFT. Then, after
the parallel-to-serial (P/S) conversion, adding CP, transmitter
(TX) filtering, and carrier modulation, the resultant signal is
transmitted from the transmit antenna of UE k.

In our study, we assume block-based fading, i.e., the fading
of a UE maintains constant over a frame duration, but is inde-
pendent frame-by-frame. Let the frame length be expressed as
NF = NI + NP + NL , where NI denotes the number of infor-
mation bits per frame, and NP is the number of pilot bits per
frame, inserted for channel estimation and UE identification.
Furthermore, at the beginning of each frame, NL bits are trans-
mitted to represent the data block length indicator (DBLI),
which tells AP the number of frames left to transmit. In our
studies, we typically set NL = 2. Hence, once a UE becomes
active, the maximum number of frames to transmit in one
session is 4, which is informed to AP by setting the DBLI bits
in the first frame to ‘11’. This value reduces following the se-
quence ‘10,’ ‘01,’ until ‘00’ in the 4th frame. Then, no matter
whether this UE finishes transmission, it stops transmission.
If it has more data to transmit, it activates again and starts a
new transmission session. The benefit of employing the DBLI
is that the AP does not need to identify every active UE, but
those newly activating ones, which enhances the performance
of active UE identification, channel estimation and hence of
signal detection. For illustration, the frame arrangement in our
MC-mGFMA is depicted in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 2, there is
also a ‘STC’ domain, which is used to make the transmissions
by different UEs be approximately synchronized at AP, as
done in LTE/LTE-A systems [49]. To implement this, each
UE measures the transmission delay between it and its AP
based on the pilot signals sent from the AP. Then, the UE can
adjust its starting transmission point in the ‘STC’ region, so
that the transmissions from different UEs are approximately
synchronized when they arrive at the AP.

B. REPRESENTATION OF RECEIVED SIGNAL
The receiver block diagram for the MC-mGFMA system is
shown in Fig. 3, which follows the receiving principles of

FIGURE 3. Receiver schematic diagram of MC-mGFMA system.

OFDM until after the FFT operation. Hence, after the FFT
operation, the received signals from N subcarriers can be
represented as

yyym =
K∑

k=1

CCCkFFF���khhhkb(m)
k Ik + nnnm, (1)

=
KA∑

k′=1

CCCk′FFF���k′hhhk′b(m)
k′ + nnnm, m = 1, 2, . . . , NF (2)

where b(m)
k is the mth bit in a frame sent from UE k,yyym and nnnm

are N-length observation and noise vectors, respectively, and
nnnm follows the complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and covariance matrix σ 2IIIN , expressed as CN (0, σ 2IIIN ),
where σ 2 = 1/SNR with SNR being the signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR). In (1), CCCk = diag{ck (0), ck (1), . . . , ck (N − 1)},
hhhk = [hk,0, . . . , hk,L−1]T is the time-domain channel im-
pulse response (CIR) of UE k, where hk,l obeys the distri-
bution CN (0, 1/L). Correspondingly, the frequency-domain
CIRs, i.e., the fading gains of N subcarriers are given by
FFF���khhhk [48], where FFF is the (N × N) FFT matrix, and ���k

is the mapping matrix constituted by the first L columns of
the identity matrix IIIN . Furthermore, in (1), Ik is the activity
indicator, Ik = 1 or Ik = 0 indicates that UE k is active or
inactive. For simplicity, let in (1) AAAk = CCCkFFF���k , which is a
(N × L) matrix. Then, we have

yyym =
K∑

k=1

IkAAAkhhhkb(m)
k + nnnm, (3)

=
KA∑

k′=1

AAAk′hhhk′b(m)
k′ + nnnm, m = 1, 2, . . . , NF (4)

Specifically for the pilots p = 1, 2, . . . , NP, the received
signals can be expressed as

yyyp =
K∑

k=1

b(p)
k IkAAAkhhhk + nnnp

=
KA∑

k′=1

b(p)
k′ AAAk′hhhk′ + nnnp, p = 1, 2, . . . , NP (5)
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Let us collect the observations from the NP pilot symbols to
a vectoryyy = [yyyT

1 ,yyyT
2 , . . . ,yyyT

NP
]T . Then, it can be expressed as

yyy =
K∑

k=1

Ik (pppk ⊗ AAAk )hhhk + nnn (6)

=
KA∑

k′=1

(pppk′ ⊗ AAAk′ )hhhk′ + nnn (7)

where pppk = [b(1)
k , b(2)

k , . . . , b(NP )
k ]T contains the NP pilot bits

of UE k, ⊗ is the Kronecker product, while nnn is a NNP-length
vector following the distribution of CN (0, σ 2IIINNP ).

III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we consider the channel estimation in the
considered MC-mGFMA system, all based on the minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) [50]. First, we derive the channel
estimator by assuming that AP knows ideally the active UEs.
Then, the channel estimator is obtained by assuming that AP
has no knowledge at all about the active UEs. Explicitly, both
the above cases are extreme cases. In practice, the situation
may be that AP knows some active UEs, e.g., from the DBLI
bits sent by UEs, as we considered in Section II-A, but does
not know the newly activated UEs. Therefore, we also con-
sider the channel estimation in this more practical scenario.
Note that we choose MMSE instead of zero-forcing (ZF) (or
least square) estimator, as ZF estimator requires to invert a
large sized matrix that is dependent on the number of potential
UEs, and it is well-known that MMSE estimator achieves
better estimation performance than ZF estimator.

A. CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITH ACTIVE UES KNOWN TO
AP - ESTIMATOR-K
When AP knows all the active UEs, the channels of these UEs
can be estimated based on (7). Hence, when MMSE-relied
estimation is employed, the estimated channel of the ith active
UE can be expressed as

ĥhhi = WWW H
i yyy, i = 1, 2, . . . , KA (8)

where according to the principles of MMSE, the weight ma-
trix WWW i can be expressed as [50]

WWW i = RRR−1
y RRRy,i (9)

In (9), RRRy is the autocorrelation matrix of yyy, which can be
derived from (7) as

RRRy = E
[
yyyyyyH ]

= E

⎡
⎣( KA∑

k′=1

(pppk′ ⊗ AAAk′ )hhhk′ + nnn

)( KA∑
l ′=1

(pppl ′ ⊗ AAAl ′ )hhhl ′ + nnn

)H⎤⎦

=
KA∑

k′=1

(pppk′ ⊗ AAAk′ )E
[
hhhk′hhhH

k′
]

(pppk′ ⊗ AAAk′ )H + σ 2IIINPN (10)

With the aid of the relationships of (AAA ⊗ BBB)H = AAAH ⊗ BBBH

and (AAA ⊗ BBB)(CCC ⊗ DDD) = ACACAC ⊗ BDBDBD [51], we can derive that if

long-term average cross many frames is imagined, we have
E [hhhk′hhhH

k′ ] = IIIL/L, and (10) can be simplified to

RRRy =
KA∑

k′=1

(
pppk′ pppH

k′ ⊗ AAAk′AAAH
k′

L

)
+ σ 2IIINPN (11)

By contrast, if only one frame is considered, hhhk′ is a constant
vector. In this case, RRRy has the form of

RRRy =
KA∑

k′=1

(
pppk′ pppH

k′ ⊗ AAAk′hhhk′hhhH
k′AAAH

k′
)+ σ 2IIINPN (12)

However, in MC-mGFMA systems, this RRRy is inaccessible
to the AP, as it is unable to construct it by exploiting the
available knowledge about the UEs, while it is also incapable
of estimating it using the received signals of one frame. By
contrast, the AP is able to construct the RRRy in (11), as it knows
the pilot symbols and the spreading codes of the active UEs.

In (9), RRRy,i is the cross-correlation matrix between yyy and hhhi,
which can be shown to be

RRRy,i = 1

L
(pppi ⊗ AAAi ) (13)

Consequently, upon substituting (11) and (13) into (9), the
weight matrix for estimating the ith UE’s channel is given by

WWW i =
[ KA∑

k′=1

(
pppk′ pppH

k′ ⊗ AAAk′AAAH
k′
)+ σ 2IIINPN

]−1

(pppi ⊗ AAAi )/L

=
[ KA∑

k′=1

(
pppk′ pppH

k′ ⊗ AAAk′AAAH
k′
)+ Lσ 2IIINPN

]−1

(pppi ⊗ AAAi )

(14)

Similarly, if (12) is considered, we have

WWW i =
[ KA∑

k′=1

(
pppk′ pppH

k′ ⊗ AAAk′hhhk′hhhH
k′AAAH

k′
)+ σ 2IIINPN

]−1

× (pppi ⊗ AAAi )/L (15)

Note that although (15) is not implementable, it is insightful
for deriving the other estimators, as shown in our forthcoming
discourses. Furthermore, from (11) we can deduce that the
(N × N ) diagonal sub-matrices of RRRy are given by

RRRy(n, n) = RRRa

=
KA∑

k′=1

AAAk′AAAH
k′

L
+ σ 2IIIN , n = 1, 2, . . . , NP (16)

By contrast, from (12) we can know that these diagonal sub-
matrices are

RRRa =
KA∑

k′=1

AAAk′hhhk′hhhH
k′AAAH

k′ + σ 2IIIN ,

n = 1, 2, . . . , NP (17)

These results will be useful later.
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The MSE of the channel estimation for an active UE can be
derived as

MSE (A) = E
[‖hhhi −WWW H

i yyy‖2]
= Tr

(
IIIL/L − RRRH

yhi
WWW i

)
= 1 − Tr

(
RRRH

y,iWWW i

)
(18)

If the AP mistakenly estimates the channel of a UE that is
actually not active, the AP can still form WWW i in the form of
(14). Correspondingly, the MSE of the channel estimation for
an inactive UE is

MSE (Ā) = E
[‖ −WWW H

i yyy‖2]
= Tr

(
WWW H

i RRRyWWW i
)

(19)

Later in Section VI, we will investigate the statistics of esti-
mated channels conditioned on that a UE is active or inactive.
This statistical information will then be exploited for active
UE identification.

Finally, we note that the MMSE estimator is a biased es-
timator [50]. In order to obtain an unbiased estimation of hhhi,
after the MMSE estimation, we can let

ĥhhi = QQQiWWW
H
i yyy, i = 1, 2, . . . , KA (20)

where QQQi is applied to achieve the unbiased estimation, mak-
ing the estimated channel satisfy E [ĥhhi] = hhhi. Therefore, when
substituting (7) into the above equation and completing the
expectation, we can obtain

QQQi = (
WWW H

i (pppi ⊗ AAAi )
)−1

(21)

B. CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITH ACTIVE UES UNKNOWN
TO AP - ESTIMATOR-UK
In contrast to the extreme case that AP knows ideally the
active UEs, another extreme case in MC-mGFMA is that AP
only knows there are K potential UEs, but does not know the
active UEs and even the number of active UEs KA. In this
case, first, AP has to treat the data sent from different UEs
as independent identically distributed (iid) random variables,
and use E [pppk′ pppH

k′ ] to replace pppk′ pppH
k′ in (12), where

E [pppk′ pppH
k′ ] = IIINP (22)

When applying this result to (12), we obtain

RRRy =
KA∑

k′=1

(
IIINP ⊗ AAAk′hhhk′hhhH

k′AAAH
k′
)+ σ 2IIINPN

=
(

IIINP ⊗
[ KA∑

k′=1

AAAk′hhhk′hhhH
k′AAAH

k′ + σ 2IIIN

])

= (
IIINP ⊗ RRRa

)
(23)

where RRRa from (17) is substituted. Note that in (23), KA is
still unknown to AP, which will be addressed later in this
subsection.

When AP attempts to estimate the channel of UE i, it
can use the related information (spreading code and its pilot
symbols) to construct the cross-correlation matrix RRRy,i of (13).
Consequently, AP can form the weight matrix WWW i as

WWW i = RRR−1
y RRRyhi

= (
IIINP ⊗ RRRa

)−1
(pppi ⊗ AAAi )/L

= (
IIINP ⊗ RRR−1

a

)
(pppi ⊗ AAAi )/L

= (
pppi ⊗ RRR−1

a AAAi/L
)

(24)

Let us express WWW i as

WWW i =
[
WWW T

i,1,WWW T
i,2, · · · ,WWW T

i,Np

]T
(25)

Then, it can be readily shown that

WWW i,p = b(p)
i RRR−1

a AAAi/L, p = 1, 2, . . . , NP (26)

Furthermore, when substituting (25) into (8), we obtain

ĥhh
′
i = WWW H

i yyy =
NP∑
p=1

WWW H
i,pyyyp =

NP∑
p=1

hhh(p)
i (27)

where

ĥhh
(p)
i = WWW H

i,pyyyp, p = 1, 2, . . . , NP (28)

which can be shown is the MMSE-based estimation of hhhi

using only the signals related to the pth pilot symbol.
Therefore, due to the application of (22), the estimation of

(27) does not directly provide an estimate for hhhi in MMSE

sense. Instead, each component of ĥhh
(p)
i , as seen in (28), is the

MMSE estimation of hhhi based on the observation yyyp corre-
sponding to the pth pilot symbol. In other words, (27) is the
sum of the NP estimates to hhhi based on the NP pilot symbols.
Hence, in order to obtain an unbiased estimate to hhhi, we can
form the estimation as

ĥhhi = 1

NP

NP∑
p=1

QQQ(p)
i WWW H

i,pyyyp = 1

NP

NP∑
p=1

QQQ(p)
i ĥhh

(p)
i (29)

where, explicitly, the factor 1/NP takes account of the aver-
age over NP pilots, while QQQ(p)

i is for obtaining the unbiased
estimation of hhhi based on the pth pilot symbol, which can be
found to be

QQQ(p)
i =

(
WWW H

i,pb(p)
i AAAi

)−1

= (
AAAH

i RRR−1
a AAAi/L

)−1
, i = 1, 2, . . . , NP (30)

From (27) and (29) we can conceive that when the AP does
not know the active UEs, it has to first carry out the symbol-
based channel estimation, and then average the estimates ob-
tained from the NP pilot symbols to give the final estimation.
Furthermore, while AP knows b(p)

i from the pilot sequences
of UEs and it can also construct AAAi from the UEs’ spreading
sequences, AP has to know RRRa, in order to compute WWW i,p of
(26) to fulfill the channel estimation based on (29). However,
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AP does not have the knowledge about the active UEs and
even the number of them, RRRa is unable to be constructed using
the knowledge available to AP, but has to be obtained from
alternative approaches. In this paper, we propose to estimate
RRRa from the received signals as

R̂RRa ≈ 1

NF

NF∑
n=1

yyynyyy
H
n (31)

The above equation implies that RRRa can be estimated by mak-
ing use of all the signals received within a frame-duration,
which is beneficial to lessening the effect of transmitted data.
When applying (4) into the above equation, we obtain an
approximation of

R̂RRa ≈
KA∑

k′=1

AAAk′hhhk′hhhH
k′AAAH

k′ + σ 2IIIN (32)

the righthand side of which is exactly the RRRa of (17).
Hence and in summary, for AP to estimate the ith UE’s

channel when it has no knowledge about the active UEs,
the AP first uses all the received signals over one frame to
estimate RRRa based on (31). Then, it constructs AAAi using the
spreading sequence assigned to UE i. Furthermore, with the
above and the pilots of UE i, AP forms the weight matrices
based on (26) and QQQ(p)

i ’s based on (30). Finally, the channel of
UE i is estimated based on (29).

C. CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITH ACTIVE UES PARTIALLY
KNOWN TO AP - ESTIMATOR-PK
In the previous two subsections, we have considered two
extreme cases. Specially in Subsection III-A, it is assumed
that AP has ideal knowledge about active UEs, which should
yield the upper-bound estimation performance. By contract, in
III-B, AP is assumed to have no knowledge about active UEs,
which results in the worst estimation performance. In practical
mGFMA systems, the operational condition may be more like
that AP knows in part the active UEs, as the result that some
UEs have more than one frame to send, as indicated to AP
by the DBLI bits. However, AP does not know the newly
activated UEs, whose activities need to be identified.

Therefore, if AP knows some UEs as a-priori, this informa-
tion can be exploited to improve the performance of channel

estimation in MC-mGFMA systems. Specifically, we can con-
struct RRRy in the form of (11) or (12) as follows.

First, AP estimates for RRRa using (31). Then, AP constructs
AAAk for all the active UEs known to AP. With the aid of this in-
formation and the pilot symbols, AP is capable of constructing
a RRRy. In (33), shown at the bottom of this page, K̄A is the set
of active UEs known to AP.

The cross-correlation matrices for all UEs are available to
AP, which are the same as (13). Consequently, the AP can
construct the weight matrices WWW i as (9), and finally, estimate
the channels of UEs in the same form as (20).

D. DISCUSSION
The above-considered three channel estimation schemes are
all in the principle of MMSE. Hence, all of them have rela-
tively low-complexity for practical implementation. However,
the Estimator-K and Estimator-pK need to invert a relatively
large size matrix (autocorrelation matrix), they have higher
complexity than the Estimator-uK. Nevertheless, during one
time-slot, the autocorrelation matrix is only required to be in-
verted once, and then can be used for the channel estimation of
all UEs.2 Therefore, its contribution to the overall complexity
should be insignificant.

In terms of the delay introduced by channel estimation,
if K UEs’ channels are estimated successively, the delay is
proportional to K . However, from the principles of these esti-
mators, we can readily know that all the three estimators can
be implemented in parallel, i.e., all the K UEs’ channels can
be simultaneously estimated, once the inverse of the autocor-
relation matrix is computed. In this way, the delay of channel
estimation is independent of the number of UEs involved.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we provide some results to demonstrate the
performance of the respective channel estimation schemes
considered in the above section. The observations from them
will be exploited for UAI in Section VI.

In Figs. 4(b) and 4(b), we show the snapshots of the
MMSE-based channel estimation considered in Section III. In
our demonstrations, we assume a MC-mGFMA system with
N = 16 subcarriers and supporting KA = K = 1 or 8 active

2Also, this autocorrelation matrix and its inverse can be used for the data
detection of active UEs

RRRy =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

RRRa

∑
k∈K̄A

b(1)
k b(2)

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L
· · ·

∑
k∈K̄A

b(1)
k b(NP )

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L

∑
k∈K̄A

b(2)
k b(1)

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L
RRRa · · ·

∑
k∈K̄A

b(2)
k b(NP )

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L

...
...

. . .
...∑

k∈K̄A

b(NP )
k b(1)

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L

∑
k∈K̄A

b(NP )
k b(2)

k

AAAkAAAH
k

L
· · · RRRa

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(33)
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FIGURE 4. Snapshots of estimated channels.

UEs known to AP. The frame length is set to NF = 128,
in which Np = 8 pilots are used for channel estimation. We
assume the frequency-selective fading channels with L = 2
or 4. Furthermore for Fig. 4(a), we assume that the channel
is estimated using the symbol-based estimator of (29), while
for Fig. 4(b), the channel is estimated by the block-based
estimator of (20). From the results we can have the follow-
ing observations. First, when the channel becomes more fre-
quency selective resulted from L being changed from L = 2
to L = 4, the subcarrier channels become less correlated, or
the channel is more variant in the frequency domain. Sec-
ond, when the number of UEs is increased from KA = 1
to KA = 8, the symbol-based estimator shows slight perfor-
mance degradation as the result of multiuser interference. By
contrast, the block-based estimator demonstrates that in both
cases, the estimated channels are close to the actual ones.
The reason behind is that when N = 16 and Np = 8, the
symbol-based estimator has only N = 16 degrees of freedom,
while the block-based estimator has NNp = 128 degrees of
freedom available for channel estimation. Third, by compar-
ing Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 4(b), we can explicitly see that the
block-based estimator achieves more accurate estimation than
the symbol-based estimator. Hence, once AP has some knowl-
edge about active UEs, it can be exploited for improving the
performance of channel estimation. This implies that among
the three channel estimators, Estimator-K should outperform

FIGURE 5. MSE performance of channel Estimator-K and Estimator-uK,
when channel is invoked or not invoked in auto-correlation matrix.

both Estimator-pK and Estimator-uK, while Estimator-pK
outperforms Estimator-uK, as shown below.

In Section III-A, we discussed that when the auto-
correlation matrix RRRa is estimated using (32), and RRRy is con-
structed based on the estimated RRRa, the channels would be in-
voked in these autocorrelation matrices. However and ideally,
it is desirable that these auto-correlation matrices are free from
the channels to be estimated, as seen in (11). In Fig 5(a) and
Fig. 5(b), the impact of the invoked channels on the estimation
performance is demonstrated. From both figures we can find
that the auto-correlation matrix including the channels to be
estimated only yields slight performance loss, in comparison
to the auto-correlation matrix free from channels. Since the
performance loss is insignificant, the estimated RRRa is valid
for application. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show that the MSE of
the estimated channels for inactive UEs is usually very high
and furthermore, does not change much with the increase of
SNR. There will be more discussion about it in association
with following figures.
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FIGURE 6. MSE performance of channel Estimator-K and Estimator-uK for
both active and inactive UEs.

In Fig. 6, we investigate the MSE performance of the chan-
nel estimation for both active and inactive UEs, when AP
either has ideal knowledge about active UEs (Fig. 6(a)) or
has no knowledge about active UEs (Fig. 6(b)) and hence,
the channel estimation follows the principles in Section . The
parameters used in our studies are detailed with the figures.
From the results of Fig. 6 we can observe that for inactive
UEs, their channels are always estimated with very high MSE.
This is because in this case, the receiver at AP can only
estimate interference and noise, due to the fact that there are
no signals transmitted by inactive UEs. By contrast, if the
channel estimation is for an active UE, the MSE presents to
reduce as SNR increases. Specifically, when the Estimator-K
is considered, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the MSE performance
is very promising due to the simultaneous use of all the
NP = 32 pilots for channel estimation. As SNR increases,
even for the case of KA = 48, the MSE performance converges
to that of a single active UE. The reason behind is that there
are in total NP × N = 32 × 32 = 1024 degrees of freedom
used for channel estimation, which is significantly larger than
KA · L = 48 × 4 = 192 of the number of variables estimated.

FIGURE 7. MSE performance of channel Estimator-pK for both active and
inactive UEs.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6(a), in the low SNR region, the
MSE performance slightly degrades, as the number of active
UEs increases.

By contrast, as shown in Fig. 6(b) for Estimator-uK, as
only the symbol-based channel estimator can be implemented,
multiuser interference imposes a big effect on the MSE per-
formance and the MSE performance significantly degrades,
when the number of active UEs increases. The reason be-
hind this observation is that the channel from each UE has
L = 4 variables to be estimated. However, corresponding to
one symbol, there are only N = 32 observations (degrees-of-
freedom). Hence, when there is one more active UE, there
are 4 extra variables to be estimated, which is a relatively
big number with respect to N = 32 and hence, significant
performance degradation is observed, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Furthermore, this can explain why the MSE performance cor-
responding to KA = 8 is very poor. In this case, there are in
total KA · L = 32 variables to be estimated based on N = 32
observations per symbol.

When comparing Fig. 6(b) with Fig. 6(a), a very impor-
tant observation can be derived, i.e., the MSE performance
shown in Fig. 6(a) is much better than that in Fig. 6(b) in
the case of KA > 1. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the
MSE performance of the considered cases converges, if SNR
is sufficiently high. These observations imply that whenever
there is some information about the activity of UEs available,
this information may be exploited for improving the perfor-
mance of channel estimation. This is the fundamental for the
Estimator-pK.

Therefore, Fig. 7 shows the MSE performance of channel
estimation, when AP has partial knowledge of the active UEs.
In the figure, KA(known) = 1 or 3 means that the AP knows 1
or 3 active UEs, while the other UEs become active indepen-
dently with the activation probability shown in the figure. As
seen in the figure, the MSE performance degrades, as the acti-
vation probability per UE increases, resulting in an increase of
active UEs in average. For a given activation probability, when
the number of active UEs is changed from KA + 1 to KA + 3,
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the MSE performance only slightly degrades, as AP can make
use of the Estimator-pK. Again, for the inactive UEs, the MSE
of channel estimation is very high.

V. STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED CHANNELS
In the above section, we have considered the channel esti-
mation in MC-mGFMA systems. In order to achieve reliable
signal detection of UEs, it is essential for the AP receiver to
know which UEs are active. Before we detail the UE activity
identification (UAI) schemes, let us first have a look of the
statistical properties of the estimated channels corresponding
to the active and inactive UEs.

Following the above section, the time-domain CIR of the ith
UE is hhhi, which is assumed to have L taps. After the MMSE-
assisted channel estimation in Section III, the estimate to hhhi

can be written as

ĥhhi =
{

hhhi + nnni, if UE i is active
nnn′

i, if UE i is inactive
(34)

where nnni is the channel estimation error of an active UE, which
can be Gaussian approximated with a PDF of CN (000, σ 2

1 IIIL ),
where σ 2

1 is the variance of channel estimation error. By con-
trast, nnn′

i is the estimate to an inactive UE, which can also be
approximated to have the Gaussian distribution with a PDF of
CN (000, σ 2

0 IIIL ), where σ 2
0 may be different from σ 2

1 .
Let us now consider the statistics of |ĥhhi|2 on the condition

that UE i is either active or inactive. First, when UE i is active,
the elements of ĥhhi are iid complex Gaussian random variables,
each of which has zero mean and a variance of 1/L + σ 2

1 ,
when Rayleigh fading channels are assumed, and when all
component paths have the same power of 1/L. Therefore, |ĥhhi|2
obeys the centre χ2-distributions with 2L degrees of freedom,
and the PDF is [52]

f|ĥhhi|2 (yyy|Ii = 1, KA) = 1

(L − 1)!(1/L + σ 2
1 (KA))L

yyyL−1

× exp

(
− yyy

1/L + σ 2
1 (KA)

)
, y ≥ 0

(35)

where we explicitly show that σ 2
1 (KA) is related to the number

of active UEs. By contrast, when the ith UE is inactive, it can
be shown that |ĥhhi|2 follows the centre χ2-distribution of

f|ĥhhi|2 (yyy|Ii = 0, KA) = 1

(L − 1)!σ 2L
0 (KA)

yyyL−1

× exp

(
− yyy

σ 2
0 (KA)

)
, y ≥ 0 (36)

Both (35) and (36) are central χ2-distributions. For given
KA, we in general have 1/L + σ 2

1 (KA) > σ 2
0 (KA). Hence, from

the properties of χ2-distribution we can know that the |ĥhhi|2 in
(35) corresponding to active UE is usually larger than that in
(36) corresponding to inactive UE, as shown below.

FIGURE 8. PDFs of |ĥhhi |2 on condition that UE i is active (Ii = 1) or inactive
(Ii = 0), when channels are estimated based on the assumption that AP
has no knowledge about the active UEs.

FIGURE 9. PDFs of |ĥhhi |2 on condition that UE i is active (Ii = 1) or inactive
(Ii = 0), when channels are estimated based on the assumption that AP
has no knowledge about the active UEs.

Below are some exemplified PDFs obtained from simula-
tions, which are shown in Figs. 8–12, when different settings
and assumptions are considered. Note that, the PDFs of |ĥhhi|2
on condition that UE i is active or inactive can be directly
computed from (35) or (36), if we know σ 2

1 or σ 2
0 . How-

ever, these variances need to be obtained from simulations.
Therefore, we directly generate the PDFs from simulations.
Specifically, in Figs. 8–10, the PDFs are obtained under the
assumption that AP has no knowledge about the active UEs,
corresponding to the channel estimation in Section III-B. By
contrast, in Figs. 11 and 12, the AP is assumed to know all
the active UEs, which can hence jointly exploit the NP pilot
symbols used for channel estimation, as shown in Section III-
A. From these PDFs, we can explicitly conceive that if a UE
is active, its estimated channel’s magnitude, i.e., |ĥhhi|2, usually
has a relatively high value. By contrast, if a UE is inactive,
the value of |ĥhhi|2 is usually low and distributed mainly in the
region close to zero. This distribution information of |ĥhhi|2 on
condition of UE i being active or inactive can be exploited for
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FIGURE 10. PDFs of |ĥhhi |2 on condition that UE i is active (Ii = 1) or
inactive (Ii = 0), when channels are estimated based on the assumption
that AP has no knowledge about the active UEs.

FIGURE 11. PDFs of |ĥhhi |2 on condition that UE i is active (Ii = 1) or
inactive (Ii = 0), when channels are estimated based on the assumption
that AP knows the active UEs.

FIGURE 12. PDFs of |ĥhhi |2 on condition that UE i is active (Ii = 1) or
inactive (Ii = 0), when channels are estimated based on the assumption
that AP knows the active UEs.

the design of the UAI schemes with low-complexity, as shown
in the next section.

VI. ACTIVE UE IDENTIFICATION
In this section, we propose a range of UAI schemes designed
based on the signal and channel characteristics, and with
the aid of the channel estimation approaches considered in
Section III. Furthermore, the UAI schemes are analyzed by
considering some practical issues, and their performance is
investigated and compared in Section VII. Let us first consider
the threshold-based UAI (TB-UAI).

A. THRESHOLD-BASED UAI (TB-UAI)
From the statistical analysis in Section V we can explicitly
see that |ĥhhi|2 usually has a small value, if UE i is inactive.
By contrast, if UE i is active, |ĥhhi|2 usually takes a relatively
big value. These observations straightforwardly imply the
threshold-based UAI approach.

Let Th be a threshold set for the TB-UAI. Then, when given
the estimated CIR of |ĥhhi|2 for UE i, the TB-UAI identifies the
ith UE’s state according to

Îi =
{

1, if|ĥhhi|2 ≥ Th,

0, else
(37)

where Îi = 1 or 0 represents UE i is active or inactive.
Note that in the case that AP has no knowledge about the

active UEs, the channels used in (37) are estimated using
the Estimator-uK. If AP can obtain partial information about
the active UEs, the channels in (37) can be estimated by the
Estimator-pK.

With the aid of the statistics of |ĥhhi|2 given in Section V,
we can derive the miss and false-alarm probabilities of the
TB-UAI as follows. Firstly, the miss probability conditioned
on KA active UEs is

PM (KA) =
∫ Th

0
(yyy|Ii = 1, KA)dy (38)

Upon substituting (35) into (38) and completing the integra-
tion, we obtain

PM (KA) = 1 − exp

(
− LTh

1 + Lσ 2
1 (KA)

)

×
L−1∑
k=0

1

k!

(
LTh

1 + Lσ 2
1 (KA)

)k

(39)

Secondly, the false-alarm probability conditioned on KA

active UEs is

PF (KA) =
∫ ∞

Th

f|ĥhhi|2 (yyy|Ii = 0, KA)dy (40)

When substituting (36) into (40), we obtain

PF (KA) = exp

(
− Th

σ 2
0 (KA)

)
L−1∑
k=0

1

k!

(
Th

σ 2
0 (KA)

)k

(41)
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Furthermore, the probability of erroneous identification
conditioned on KA active UEs is

PE (KA) = PaPM (KA) + (1 − Pa)PF (KA) (42)

where Pa is the activation probability of a UE.
Assume that UEs become active independently and all have

the same activation probability Pa. Then, the number of active
UEs KA at a given time-slot obeys the binomial distribution
with the probability mass function (PMF) of

P(KA) =
(

K

KA

)
PKA

a (1 − Pa)K−KA ,

KA = 0, 1, . . . , K (43)

With the aid of this distribution, the average miss probability
is then given by

PM =
K∑

KA=1

P(KA)PM (KA) (44)

and the average false-alarm probability is

PF =
K−1∑
KA=0

P(KA)PF (KA) (45)

Finally, the average probability of erroneous identification is

PE = PaPM + (1 − Pa)PF (46)

From (39) and (41) we can know that when Th increases,
the false-alarm probability of (41) reduces, while the miss
probability of (39) increases. Therefore, the miss and false-
alarm probabilities make trade-off against each other. In the
TB-UAI algorithm, the threshold Th may be chosen according
to different requirements. First, it may be selected to minimize
the erroneous probability PE . Second, according to the prac-
tical requirement, it is sometimes desirable to have a small
false-alarm probability guaranteed. In this case, the threshold
can be chosen as Th = argT ′

h
{max{PF (T ′

h )} ≤ P̄F }, where P̄F is
the maximum false-alarm probability allowed. Furthermore,
in some applications, the miss of an active UE may be critical,
but some false-alarms can be tolerated. In this case, the thresh-
old can be selected to protect a small miss probability. Hence,
when given a small miss probability of P̄M , the threshold is
chosen as Th = argT ′

h
{max{PM (T ′

h )} ≤ P̄M}.
However, in any of the above cases, determining an ap-

propriate threshold for attaining near-optimum performance is
highly challenging, as the distribution of |ĥhhi|2 is dependent on
KA of the number of active UEs, or on their activation proba-
bility Pa, if the average miss and false-alarm probabilities are
considered, as shown in Figs. 8–12, and the formulas above
in Section VI-A. In order to circumvent these challenges,
below we propose the alternative UAI schemes, which are not
dependent on threshold setting.

B. EIGEN-ANALYSIS ENHANCED UAI (EAE-UAI)
It is well-known that with the aid of eigen-analysis, an AP
may acquire the information about the number of active trans-
missions [13]. This approach can be introduced to enhance
the UAI in our MC-mGFMA system, if the activation proba-
bility per UE is small or/and the number of potential UEs is
small, resulting in that the number of active UEs has a small
probability to exceed N . In detail, the EAE-UAI is operated as
follows.

First, the AP estimates the autocorrelation matrix based
on (31), which is a (N × N ) symmetric matrix. Since this
autocorrelation matrix is estimated by exploiting both pilot
symbols and data symbols, i.e., exploiting all the NF symbols
in one frame, it should be sufficiently accurate for deriving the
observations via the eigen-analysis on it. Then, according to
the matrix theory [53], R̂RRa can be decomposed into a signal
subspace having the dimensions of KA if KA ≤ N , or of N if
KA ≥ N . Let us execute the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)
on R̂RRa, we obtain

R̂RRa = UUU s���sUUU
H
s +UUU n���nUUU

H
n (47)

where UUU s gives the signal subspace and has KA columns, if
KA ≤ N , whileUUU n is the noise (or null) subspace having (N −
KA) columns, also if KA < N . Hence, if KA < N , both ���s and
���n in (47) are diagonal matrices with real eigenvalues being
the diagonal elements. Let us assume that the N eigenvalues
of R̂RRa are expressed as λ1, λ2, . . . , λN . Then, according to the
principles of EVD, ideally, we have

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λKA > λKA+1 = λKA+2 = · · · = λN (48)

where λ1, λ2, . . . , λKA are the eigenvalues corresponding to
the signal subspace or the diagonal elements in ���s. By con-
trast, λKA+1, . . . , λN are the eigenvalues corresponding to the
noise subspace, which form the diagonal elements of ���n.
Furthermore, according to the principles of EVD, these eigen-
values can be expressed as

λi =
{

PSi + σ 2, if i ≤ KA

σ 2, if i > KA
(49)

where PSi is the signal power of the ith component, and σ 2 is
the noise power.

Hence, with the aid of the eigenvalues obtained from the
EVD of R̂RRa, the number of active UEs KA can be identified
as the number of eigenvalues whose values are larger than the
noise power.

In practice, the border between the signal and noise sub-
spaces might not be very clear. In this case, AP may set a
threshold based on the noise variance. Any eigenvalues larger
than the threshold are identified as corresponding to the active
UEs.

Once AP has the knowledge of KA of the number of active
UEs, the EAE-UAI can identify the KA active UEs as the KA

UEs, whose channel magnitudes |ĥhhi|2 are the largest among
the K UEs in the system. In summary, the EAE-UAI algorithm
is stated Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Eigen-Analysis Enhanced Active UE Iden-
tification (EAE-UAI) Algorithm.
Input: yyy1,yyy2, . . . ,yyyNF , {ccck}, pilot symbols.
1) Estimate the autocorrelation matrix using (31).
2) Derive KA using the EVD in Section VI-B.
3) Estimate the channels of K UEs following

Section III (using either Estimator-uK or
Estimator-pK, depending on the UE activity
knowledge available to AP).

4) Order the channels according to their power as
|ĥhh1′ |2 ≥ |ĥhh2′ |2 ≥ · · · ≥ |ĥhhK ′ |2 , and identify the
number of active UEs KA.

5) UE Identification:
if KA < N , the UEs corresponding to the KA largest
terms of |ĥhhK ′ |2 are identified as the active UEs;
if KA ≥ N , then the threshold-based UAI is used to
determine the active UEs.

Note that at the last step concerning KA ≥ N , the AP may
simply select a few of UEs more than N as the active UEs,
under the constraint that the outage probability of

Pout =
K∑

k=KA+1

(
K

k

)
Pk

a (1 − Pa)K−k (50)

is below a pre-set value, such as, 10−5. In this way, the
probability that active UEs are missed is small. However,
there are possibly some false-alarm UEs, which should be
readily removed after their data detection and with the aid of
the pilots and/or error detection/correction. This is because
signal detection of a false-alarm UE should have a bit error
rate (BER) of about 0.5, which can be easily identified by
the embedded error control coding [54]. Alternatively, the AP
receiver can compare the detected pilot symbols of a UE with
its actual pilots, and rendering the UE a false-alarm, if the
number of erroneously detected pilot symbols is higher than a
given value.

Nevertheless, whenever there is a false-alarm UE, the AP
receiver has to contribute time and complexity for its sig-
nal detection. In order to further improve the UAI in our
MC-mGFMA, below we propose the successive interference
cancellation assisted UAI (SIC-UAI).

C. SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION ASSISTED
UAI (SIC-UAI)
One of the motivations for introducing SIC to the UAI process
is to solve the problem that in the EVE-UAI, AP is unable to
know the number of active UEs, when KA ≥ N , and hence
not sure when the identification process should end. Below
we propose two SIC-UAI approaches for achieving the UAI
objective. With the first approach, EVD is employed to de-
termine whether the UAI process is completed. The second
approach does not make use of EVD, instead, it implements
pilot detection to check when the UAI process can be finished.

The fundamental principle behind the two approaches is
the involvement of the SIC operation. In detail, whenever
a UE is identified to be active and its channel is estimated
with relatively high reliability, its contribution to the received
signals corresponding to pilots can then be removed with the
aid of the information available to the AP. In this way, the
following UEs’ identification would become more reliable.

Specifically, let the ith UE be the identified active UE, and
its estimated channel be expressed as ĥhhi. Since AP knows the
pilot symbols sent by UE i and also the spreading codes of UE
i, based on (5), AP can carry out the SIC as

yyy′
p = yyyp − b(p)

i AAAiĥhhi, p = 1, 2, . . . , NP (51)

After the SIC of UE i, the autocorrelation matrix can be
updated for the identification of other active UEs.

Initially, let AP use the pilot signals to estimate the autocor-
relation matrix as

R̂RRa = 1

NP

NP∑
p=1

yyypyyy
H
p (52)

Note that, in contrast to (31) that can use all the received
signals of a frame to estimate RRRa, here only pilot symbols are
used, due to the employment of SIC. Therefore, we can be
conceived that this kind of algorithms require that there are
sufficient number of pilots, so that RRRa can be estimated with
sufficient accuracy. As our simulation results show, having 16
pilots is already capable of providing reasonable estimation.

Note furthermore that if there are active UEs known to AP,
their contributions to observations can be cancelled by, first,
estimating their channels based on the principles of Estimator-
pK, and then, carrying out the interference cancellation based
on (51). In the following two SIC-UAI schemes, we assume
that all active UEs are unknown to AP, and therefore, only the
Estimator-uK can be implemented.

With the above preparations, the SIC-UAI algorithms cor-
responding to the two approaches can now be stated as Al-
gorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively, as follows. In these
algorithms, I is the maximum number of iterations allowed,
which can be set by assuming a small outage probability, such
as 10−6, base on (50).

Note that the SIC-UAIa algorithm may be extended by
allowing to cancel several UE signals simultaneously at Step
3). This will accelerate the identification process, but at the
cost of some performance loss.

The SIC-UAIa algorithm makes use of the properties of
EVD to terminate the identification process. However, if the
number of pilots is insufficient, making the estimation of RRRa

noisy, EVD might not be able to provide a clear boundary
between signals and noise. This would degrade the UAI per-
formance. Hence, we propose the SIC-UAI approach-b (SIC-
UAIb) as Algorithm-3, which does not invoke EVD. Instead,
whenever a UE is identified to be active, after its channel
estimation, AP tries to detect the pilot symbols sent by the UE.
If the number of erroneously detected pilot symbols is below a
threshold value, such as 1/10 of the pilot symbols, the activity
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Algorithm 2: Successive Interference Cancellation As-
sisted UE Identification – Approach-a (SIC-UAIa).

Initialization: yyy(0)
1 = yyy1,yyy

(0)
2 = yyy2, · · ·yyy(0)

NP
= yyyNP ;

{AAAk}, {bk,n}, I .

Compute autocorrelation matrix R̂RR
(0)
a using (52).

For i = 1, 2, . . . , I:
1) EVD on R̂(i−1)

a to obtain N eigenvalues, which are
ordered in descending order as
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN .

2) If it is identified that KA < N, active UEs are
identified by following the EAE-UAI algorithm.
Then, UE identification finishes.

3) If KA > N active UEs are implied from the EVD,
executing the following operations:

• Estimate the channels of the (K − i + 1)
unidentified UEs;
• Find the UE with the maximum of |ĥhhi|2,
expressed as
k′ = arg maxk{|ĥhh1′ |2, |ĥhh2′ |2, . . . , |ĥhh(K−i+1)′ |2};
• Interference cancellation of UE k′ by following
(51);

• Update: R̂RR
(i)
a = R̂RR

(i−1)
a − AAAk′ĥhhk′ĥhh

H
k′AAAH

k′ .
Outputs: Active UEs and their estimated channels.

of the UE is confirmed. Otherwise, if the error ratio is high,
such as near 0.5, the UE is then rendered inactive.

Note that, as shown in Algorithm-3, in Step 2), the SIC-
UAIb algorithm detects the most reliably identified UE. In
MMSE detection principle, during the ith iteration, the deci-
sion variables corresponding to the NP pilots can be formed
as

zk′ (n) =
(
www

(i−1)
k′

)H
yyy(i−1)

n , n = 1, 2, . . . , NP (53)

where www
(i−1)
k′ = (RRR(i−1)

a )−1AAAk′ĥhhk′ . Then, the decision is made
as b̂k,′n = 1, if ℜ{zk′ (n)} > 0, and b̂k,′n = −1, otherwise.

Note furthermore that at Step 2) when the most reliable
UE k′ is cancelled from the received signals, both the au-
tocorrelation matrix and its inverse are updated. Here, the
inverse is obtained by applying the matrix inverse lemma on

(R̂RR
(i−1)
a − AAAk′ĥhhk′ĥhh

H
k′AAAH

k′ )−1, yielding

(
R̂RR

(i)
a

)−1 =
(

R̂RR
(i−1)
a

)−1

+

(
RRR(i−1)

a

)−1
AAAk′ĥhhk′

[(
RRR(i−1)

a

)−1
AAAk′ĥhhk′

]H

1 − ĥhh
H
k′AAAH

k′
(

RRR(i−1)
a

)−1
AAAk′ĥhhk′

(54)

Substituting www
(i−1)
k′ = (RRR(i−1)

a )−1AAAk′ĥhhk′ into the above equa-
tion, we obtain the updating formula in the algorithm. In
this way, the algorithm only needs to compute the inverse

Algorithm 3: Successive Interference Cancellation As-
sisted UE Identification – Approach-b (SIC-UAIb).

Initialization: yyy(0)
1 = yyy1,yyy

(0)
2 = yyy2, · · ·yyy(0)

NP
= yyyNP ;

{AAAk}, {bk,n}, I .

Compute autocorrelation matrix R̂RR
(0)
a using (52), and

(R̂RR
(0)
a )−1.

For i = 1, 2, . . . , I:
1) Estimate the channels of the (K − i + 1)

unidentified UEs, and find the most reliable active
UE as

k′ = arg maxk{|ĥhh1′ |2, |ĥhh2′ |2, . . . , |ĥhh(K−i+1)′ |2}.
2) Use the estimated channel ĥhhk′ and R̂RR

(i−1)
a to form

www
(i−1)
k′ for detecting the NP pilot symbols of UE k′:
• ifthe number of erroneous pilot symbols is
higher than a preset threshold NC, the UAI
process finishes;
• ifthe number of erroneous pilot symbols is
lower than or equal to NC, UE k′ is identified as
active, and execute the following operations:
a) Interference cancellation:
yyy(i)

n = yyy(i−1)
n − bk,′nAAAk′ĥhhk′, forn = 1, 2, . . . , NP;

b) Update: R̂RR
(i)
a = R̂RR

(i−1)
a − AAAk′ĥhhk′ĥhh

H
k′AAAH

k′ , and

(R̂RR
(i)
a )−1 = (R̂RR

(i−1)
a )−1 + www

(i−1)
k′ (www(i−1)

k′ )H

1 − ĥhh
H
k′AAAH

k′www
(i−1)
k′

c) Return 1).
Outputs: Active UEs and their estimated channels.

of autocorrelation matrix once, which allows to significantly
reduce complexity.

Algorithm-3 assumes that each iteration identifies only one
UE, which results in an UAI delay proportional to the actual
number of active UEs. In order to shorten the UAI process,
several most reliable UEs can be simultaneously identified
and processed during one iteration. In this way, the UAI delay
can be reduced, but at the cost of some performance loss.
Furthermore, in order to mitigate the performance loss as
above-mentioned, the number of UEs identified in one iter-
ation can be set in an adaptive way. At first, it may be set
to a relatively large value, when the most reliable UEs can
be easily identified. Then, the number is gradually reduced to
improve the reliability of identification of the relatively weak
UEs.

D. AUTO-CORRELATION MATRIX EVOLVING UAI (AME-UAI)
As the channel estimation performance results in Section IV
suggest, whenever AP employs some knowledge about active
UEs, this knowledge can be exploited by the Estimator-pK
to improve channel estimation. This property can also be
exploited to enhance the performance of UAI, yielding the
AME-UAI algorithm, which is described as Algorithm 4.

As shown in Algorithm 4, it first estimates the auto-
correlation matrix R̂RRa. Since there is no interference cancel-
lation operation, this estimation can exploit all the received
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Algorithm 4: Auto-Correlation Matrix Evolving UAI
(AME-UAI).

Initialization: yyy(0)
1 = yyy1,yyy

(0)
2 = yyy2, · · ·yyy(0)

NP
= yyyNP ;

{AAAk}, {bk,n}, I .
1) Compute autocorrelation matrix R̂RRa using (31); 2)

Construct R̂RR
(0)
y of (33) with R̂RRa being the diagonal

elements and zero for all other elements; 3) Compute

(R̂RR
(0)
y )−1.

For i = 1, 2, . . . , I:
1) Estimate the channels of the (K − i + 1)

unidentified UEs based on Estimator-pK in
Section III-C, and find the most reliable active UE
as k′ = arg maxk{|ĥhh1′ |2, |ĥhh2′ |2, . . . , |ĥhh(K−i+1)′ |2}.

2) Use the estimated channel ĥhhk′ and R̂RRa to form www
(i−1)
k′

for detecting the NP pilot symbols of UE k′:
• ifthe number of erroneous pilot symbols is
higher than a preset threshold NC, the UAI
process finishes;
• ifthe number of erroneous pilot symbols is
lower than or equal to NC, UE k′ is identified as
active. Then, execute the following operations:

a) Updating R̂RR
(i−1)
y to R̂RR

(i)
y following (33) by

adding the non-diagonal component contributed
by UE k′;
b) Updating (R̂RR

(i−1)
y )−1 to (R̂RR

(i)
y )−1;

c) Return 1).
Outputs: Active UEs and their estimated channels.

signals in one frame, including both the pilot signals and data
carrying signals, i.e., R̂RRa can be estimated based on (31). Based

on R̂RRa, the initial auto-correlation matrix R̂RR
(0)
y considering all

the NP pilots can be constructed, with R̂RRa being the diagonal
block matrices, while all the other elements being zero. Then,
the Algorithm forwards to the UAI stage, which iteratively
identifies the active UEs and updates the auto-correlation ma-

trix R̂RRy. In detail, given R̂RR
(i−1)
y obtained at the (i − 1)-th itera-

tion, the (K − i + 1) unidentified UEs’ channels are estimated
by following the principles of Estimator-pK. The correspond-
ing weight matrix for the k-th unidentified UE is expressed
as

WWW k =
(

R̂RR
(i−1)
y

)−1
(pppk ⊗ AAAk )/L (55)

Then, the UE has the highest reliability being an active UE
is identified. Furthermore, following the identification and
with the aid of the estimated channels, the pilot symbols of
the identified UE are detected and compared with the pilots
symbols of the UE. If the number of errors is high, such as,
close to 0.5, the UAI process can be rendered completed.
Otherwise, if the number of errors is relatively low, and in

favor of a positive identification, the algorithm updates R̂RR
(i−1)
y

to R̂RR
(i)
y , and prepares to forward to the next iteration.

E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Above five UAI algorithms have been proposed to carry out
UAI (TB-UAI and EAE-UAI) or jointly execute UAI and
channel estimation (SIC-UAIa, SIC-UAIb and AME-UAI). In
this subsection, we analyze their complexity. In our analysis,
we assume that estimating the channel of one UE needs the
computations expressed as Ce, so as to focus our attention
on the complexity of UAI schemes. Note that in practice, the
channel estimation of all UEs can be conducted in parallel, if
latency is a critical consideration.

First, for the TB-UAI scheme, estimating K UEs channels
requires KCe computations. Then, computing |ĥhhi|2 for K UEs
requires 2KL real multiplications and K (L − 1) real additions.
Finally, there are K comparisons required to compare with the
threshold. Hence in total, the number of operations required
by the TB-UAI scheme is KCe + 3KL. Furthermore, we can
be implied from Section III that Ce >> 3L. Hence, the com-
plexity of the TB-UAI scheme is determined by KCe.

Second, for the EAE-UAI algorithm, the autocorrelation
matrix has been obtained during the channel estimation stage.
Based on the QR algorithm, the EVD algorithm has a com-
plexity of O(N3) [55]. Sorting the N eigenvalues using the
quick-sort algorithm [56] needs in average 2N ln N compar-
isons. Again, estimating K UEs channels requires KCe com-
putations, and computing |ĥhhi|2 of K UEs requires 2KL real
multiplications and K (L − 1) real additions. Sorting the K
number of |ĥhhi|2 needs in average 2K ln K comparison. Hence
in total, the complexity of the EAE-UAI algorithm is propor-
tional to KCe + N3 + 2N ln N + 3KL + 2K ln K .

Third, for the SIC-UAIa algorithm, let us assume that in
average Ī SIC iterations are implemented, and K >> I , due
to the fact that the number of potential UEs is usually signifi-
cantly larger than the number of active UEs. Then, after ignor-
ing those insignificant operations, it can be shown that during
these iterations, the complexity is proportional to Ī (KCe +
N3 + 2N2 + NL). At the final iteration without SIC, the EAE-
UAI algorithm is operated, which has the complexity propor-
tional to KCe + N3 + 2N ln N + 3KL + 2K ln K . Hence, the
total number of operations is proportional to (Ī + 1)KCe +
(Ī + 1)N3 + 2N ln N + 3KL + 2K ln K + 2ĪN2 + ĪNL.

For the SIC-UAIb algorithm, again, we assume that the av-
erage number of iterations is Ī , and K >> I . First, estimating
the channels and finding the most reliable one need KCe and K
operations, respectively. Second, computing the weight vector
www

(i−1)
k′ needs 2N (N + L) multiplications and additions. De-

tecting NP pilots needs about 2NNP multiplications. Decision
making, finding the number of errors and interference cancel-
lation are all insignificant, and their contribution to complex-
ity can be ignored. Finally, since AAAk′ĥhhk′ has been computed
when computing www

(i−1)
k′ , it can be shown that updating the

autocorrelation matrix needs about 2N2 operations. Hence,
the complexity of the SIC-UAIb algorithm is proportional to
Ī (KCe + 2N (2N + L + NP )).

Finally for the AME-UAI algorithm, the complexity is
without any doubt dominated by the channel estimation and

the inverse of R̂RR
(i)
y , which has the dimensions of (NNP ×
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TABLE 2. Complexity of UAI Schemes

NNP ). Hence, when assuming that the average number of
iterations is Ī , the computation amount of KCe for channel
estimation per iteration, and the computation requirement of

μN3N3
P for the inverse of R̂RR

(i)
y , the total computations of AME-

UAI is proportional to Ī (KCe + N3N3
P ).

In summary, the complexity of the UAI schemes are listed
in Table 2. Obviously, TB-UAI algorithm has the lowest com-
plexity. The complexity of SIC-UAIa algorithm is higher than
that of the EAE-UAI algorithm, as SIC-UAIa algorithm car-
ries out SIC and several EVD operations may be executed
during one identification process. When comparing SIC-UAIa
with SIC-UAIb algorithms, SIC-UAIa algorithm needs to ex-
ecute EVD, the number of iterations required by SIC-UAIa
algorithm is usually significantly less than that required by
SIC-UAIb algorithm. Finally, the AME-UAI has the highest
complexity, as it needs a similar number of iterations as the
SIC-UAIb algorithm. Furthermore, SIC-UAIb only needs to
update the matrix R̂(i−1)

a to R̂(i)
a , which is size (N × N ) and can

also be achieved using the existing low-complexity algorithm.
By contrast, in the AME-UAI algorithm, we did not find an
existing algorithm to efficiently update R̂(i−1)

a to R̂(i)
a , which

has the dimensions of (NNP × NNP ).

VII. PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVE UE IDENTIFICATION
In this section, the performance of the different UAI algo-
rithms considered in the last section is investigated. We em-
phasize both the miss and false-alarm probabilities.

In Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), we demonstrate the probabilities
of false-alarm and miss of the TB-UAI algorithm, when a
MC-mGFMA system with N = 16 subcarriers and supports
K = 100 potential UEs of each having the activation prob-
ability of Pa = 0.05. Furthermore, as shown in the figures,
the frame length is NF = 256 bits, among which NP = 16
pilots are used, and the frequency-selective fading channel
has L = 2 paths. Additionally, the thresholds are set to Th =
σ 2, 2σ 2 or 3σ 2, where σ 2 = 1/SNR. The results show that the
miss probability increases and simultaneously, the false-alarm
probability reduces, as the threshold increases. This implies
that there is a trade-off between the miss and false-alarm prob-
abilities, as shown in Fig. 14. Hence, when given a false-alarm
(or miss) probability, a suitable threshold may be found to
minimize the miss (or false-alarm) probability. However, near
optimum threshold is hard to derive, as it is sensitive to the
SNR and in particular, to the number of active UEs, which
is dynamic in mGFMA systems. The results in Figs. 13(a)
and 13(b) also show that for a given Th = σ 2, 2σ 2 or 3σ 2,

FIGURE 13. Probability of false-alarm and miss, when active UEs are
identified using the TB-UAI algorithm.

FIGURE 14. Trade-off between the probabilities of false-alarm and miss
resulted by the TB-UAI algorithm.

the false-alarm probability increases and the miss probability
decreases, as SNR increases. This can be explained with the
aid of the statistics of estimated channels, for example, as
shown in Fig. 9. As shown in this figure, when SNR is changed
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FIGURE 15. Probability of false-alarm and miss, when active UEs are
identified using the EAE-UAI algorithm.

from 10 dB to 30 dB, the distributions do not appear signif-
icant differences. However, when SNR increases, the thresh-
old Th = σ 2 = 1/SNR significantly reduces. Specifically, the
threshold is reduced from 0.1 to 0.001, when SNR is changed
from 10 dB to 30 dB. Due to these effects, the false-alarm
probability increases and the miss probability decreases, when
SNR increases.

In Fig. 15, we show the probabilities of false-alarm and
miss generated by the EAE-UAI algorithm, with the param-
eters as detailed with the figure. From the results we ob-
serve that both the false-alarm and miss probabilities decrease,
when SNR increases. This is the result that the EVD in EAE-
UAI algorithm allows more confident distinction between sig-
nals and noise, when SNR becomes higher. Furthermore, as
seen in Fig. 15, both the false-alarm and miss probabilities re-
duce, when NP increases. This is because when NP increases,
a more accurate estimation to the autocorrelation matrix can
be attained, which in turn enhances the distinction between
signals and noise.

In Fig. 16, we depict the probabilities of false-alarm
and miss yielded by the SIC-UAIa algorithm, when it is
operated with the MC-mGFMA systems with their parameters
as shown in the figures. For the SIC-UAIa algorithm, three
operational cases are considered, which are: (a) the number of
active UEs is known to AP; (b) the number of active UEs is

FIGURE 16. Probabilities of false alarm and miss, when active UEs are
identified using the SIC-UAIa algorithm in the case: (a) the number of
active UEs is known to AP, (b) the number of active UEs is not known to
AP, or (c) active UEs are partially known to AP.

unknown to AP, or (c) the active UEs are partially known to
AP. Hence in the case of (a), the AP only needs to identify
which are the active UEs. By contrast, in the case of (b), the
AP requires to identify both the number of active UEs and
who they are. Finally, in the context of the case of (c), we
assume that any newly activated UE at a time has the prob-
abilities of P1, P2, P3 and P4 to transmit 1, 2, 3, or 4 frames.
We assume that these probabilities obey the exponential distri-
bution with Pi = Ce−αi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where C = 0.641 and
α = 0.4196. Hence, except the first frame, the AP knows a
part of active UEs during all the following frames, which can
be exploited to enhance the UAI performance, as analyzed
previously in Section VI.

The results of Fig. 16 validate the prediction for the perfor-
mance of the SIC-UAIa algorithm operated in the case of (c).
The partial information about the active UEs can be exploited
to significantly enhance the performance of UAI. In general,
the performance of case (a) is better than that of case (c), and
the performance of case (b) is the worst. However, as seen in
Fig. 16(a) for the false-alarm probability, the performance in
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FIGURE 17. Probabilities of false alarm and miss, when UEs are identified
using the SIC-UAIb algorithm.

the cases of (a) and (c) for K = 100 appears crossing. This is
the result that the average number of active UEs in the case of
(c) is low, and it also has the partial information for the active
UEs (known who they are). By contrast, in the case of (a), AP
only knows the number of UEs, but not know who they are.
Finally, as seen in Fig. 16, all the performance curves present
error floor. This is because of channel estimation errors as well
as the interference cancellation resulted from incorrect UAI.

In Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), we demonstrate the probabili-
ties of false alarm and miss, respectively, generated by the
SIC-UAIb algorithm, when AP has no knowledge about both
the active UEs and the number of active UEs. It is shown
that when given the ratio of NC/NP, transmitting more pilot
symbols improve the performance of UAI. By contrast, given
the number of pilot symbols to NP = 32, if NC is reduced from
8 to 6, the miss probability only slightly increases, while the
false-alarm probability reduces significantly. Hence, the per-
formance trade-off (between false-alarm and miss) problem of
the SIC-UAIb algorithm is much less severer than that of the
TB-UAI algorithm.

Finally, Figs. 18(a) and 18(b) depict the false-alarm and
miss probabilities of the MC-mGFMA systems employing the
AME-UAI algorithm, when the parameters are as shown with

FIGURE 18. Probabilities of false alarm and miss, when UEs are identified
using the AME-UAI algorithm.

the figure. Here we demonstrate the impact of the value of
Nc on the false-alarm and miss probabilities. Explicitly, as Nc

increases, the false-alarm probability increases, while the miss
probability decreases. From the results we can be implied that
Nc = NP/4 is a reasonable value for practical operation. As
shown in the figure, when Nc = 4 = NP/4, the false-alarm
probability is about 10−3 at the SNR of 20 dB. Simultane-
ously, at this SNR, the miss probability is below 10−3. Again,
the false-alarm probability is more sensitive to the value of NC

than the miss probability. However, the performance trade-off
problem is severer than that of the SIC-UAIb algorithm. In
contrast to the TB-UAI algorithm, the desired value of NC in
the AME-UAI algorithm can be relatively easy to find, which
can be obtained such as based on numerical simulations.

VIII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the joint channel estimation and UAI
in MC-mGFMA systems. First, the channel estimation is
addressed by assuming that AP has the full knowledge, no
knowledge or the partial knowledge about active UEs. The
studies allow us to reveal the fact that any added knowledge
about active UEs can be exploited for enhancing the channel
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estimation and furthermore, for the design of novel UAI algo-
rithms. Then, the statistics of the estimated channels of a UE is
studied on the condition that the UE is active or inactive. It is
shown that the estimated channels of active UEs and inactive
UEs present distinctive features, explaining that the estimated
channels of UEs can be utilized for UAI. Finally, based on the
studies of channel estimation and their statistics, five UAI al-
gorithms have been proposed and their performance has been
studied. Our studies show that while TB-UAI has the lowest
complexity, it yields a sharp trade-off between false-alarm and
miss probabilities, making it hard to be implemented in the
practical high-dynamic mGFMA environments. By contrast,
the other four UAI algorithms are capable of providing signif-
icant performance enhancement in comparison with TB-UAI.
Furthermore, the EAE-UAI and SIC-UAIa algorithms impose
no trade-off between false-alarm and miss probabilities and
the SIC-UAIb algorithm only makes little trade-off between
false-alarm and miss probabilities. Although the AME-UAI
algorithm brings in some trade-off between false-alarm and
miss probabilities, the related parameter Nc can be relatively
easily set in mGFMA systems.

In comparison with existing approaches, the UAI algo-
rithms proposed in this paper do not experience the RIP con-
straint of CS and do not depend on the factor graphs required
by the MPA-based approaches. Instead, the signatures con-
sidered are random sequences and the number of active UEs
can be highly dynamic, making the actual number of active
UEs sometimes be significantly higher than the number of
resource units of the system. Therefore, it can be expected that
our proposed approaches are robust for operation in mGFMA
systems.

Our future research will address the joint channel estima-
tion, UAI and the information detection of active UEs, in order
to further enhance the performance of mGFMA systems.
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